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Abstract 
The behavior of cancer cells is strongly influenced by the properties of extracellular 
microenvironments, including topology, mechanics and composition. As topological and 
mechanical properties of the extracellular matrix are hard to access and control for in-depth 
studies of underlying mechanisms in vivo, defined biomimetic in vitro models are needed. Herein 
we show, how pore size and fibril diameter of collagen I networks distinctively regulate cancer 
cell morphology and invasion. Three-dimensional collagen I matrices with a tight control of pore 
size, fibril diameter and stiffness were reconstituted by adjustment of concentration and pH value 
during matrix reconstitution.  At first, a detailed analysis of topology and mechanics of matrices 
using confocal laser scanning microscopy, image analysis tools and force spectroscopy indicate 
pore size and not fibril diameter as the major determinant of matrix elasticity. Secondly, by using 
two different breast cancer cell lines (MDA-MB-231 and MCF-7), we demonstrate collagen fibril 
diameter - and not pore size - to primarily regulate cell morphology, cluster formation and 
invasion. Invasiveness increased and clustering decreased with increasing fibril diameter for both, 
the highly invasive MDA-MB-231 cells with mesenchymal migratory phenotype and the MCF-7 
cells with amoeboid migratory phenotype. As this behavior was independent of overall pore size, 
matrix elasticity is shown to be not the major determinant of the cell characteristics. Our work 
emphasizes the complex relationship between structural-mechanical properties of the 
extracellular matrix and invasive behavior of cancer cells. It suggests a correlation of migratory 
and invasive phenotype of cancer cells in dependence on topological and mechanical features of 
the length scale of single fibrils and not on coarse-grained network properties. 
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1. Introduction 
Leaving the primary tumor and invading the surrounding extracellular matrix (ECM) is a key step in 
cancer cell invasion. Similarly important are steps in metastasis, when single tumor cell migration into 
healthy tissues at distant sites forms a new tumor in another microenvironment. Unfortunately these 
processes of cancer cell dissemination, invasion and metastasis are still not well understood [1-5]. 
Reasons for that may lie in the fast and complex alteration of cancer cells gene expression and 
biochemical signaling, but also in the changes to the biochemical composition and biophysical 
characteristics of the surrounding microenvironment by the cells. 
Cancer cells have a distinctive ability to adapt to and communicate with their microenvironment. 
Hence, tumor-associated alterations in the extracellular microenvironment such as the composition, 
pore size and elasticity have a feedback onto the behavior of tumor cells themselves [6-10]. In this 
context it is known that the mechanical properties of tumors and tumor microenvironments change 
during tumor progression [9, 11-13]. Such mechanical changes of the surrounding ECM have been 
shown to trigger tumor cell behavior or even tumor-like behavior of non-tumorigenic cells [14]. 
Stiffening of tumor-associated ECM by deposition of collagen fibrils and increase of the fibril 
diameter are often observed in cancerous tissues suggesting a loss of control mechanisms in the 
regulation of collagen fibril formation [6]. 
However, a deep understanding of underlying mechanisms of the correlation between the mechanical 
properties and tumor formation as well as tumor progression is still hampered by the complexity of the 
involved signaling cascades, the heterogeneity of relevant cell populations and the shortcomings of 
model systems. While in vivo systems are difficult to investigate at high information depth, in vitro 
systems frequently lacking important biomimetic parameters of the in vivo situation like appropriate 
mechanics and dimensionality [15-18]. 
Due to that fact in vitro cell studies culture in 3D biomimetic matrices is a growing field as it offers a 
better representation of a natural cellular microenvironment in physiologically and pathologically 
relevant conditions. While synthetic systems frequently allow for well-defined preparation, they 
usually lack the complexity needed to address physiological questions. On the other hand naturally 
derived and reconstituted matrices are frequently hard to characterize and to reproduce in a well-
defined manner [18]. In order to use matrices from naturally derived components good 
characterization of relevant parameters is a prerequisite for meaningful studies. 
Type I collagen (Coll I) is a widely used ECM component due to its very high abundance in 
mammalian tissues. It is a gold standard for reconstituting 3D cell culture scaffolds regarding its 
fibrillar structure and ability to form networks of reasonable mechanical properties in vitro [19]. Coll I 
matrices facilitate cell attachment, proliferation and differentiation through receptor-mediated 
interactions predominantly via integrins [20-22]. Cell migration and invasion in 3D matrices are 
dynamical processes predominantly influenced by biophysical features of the surrounding matrix. 
Therefore, pore size and network elasticity are intensely discussed parameters to affect cell behavior 
[13, 23-26]. However, less is known about how the Coll I fibril diameter specifically influences cell 
behavior, especially of cancer cells. In order to address such a question, 3D Coll I matrices with 
controlled fibril diameter are required. Recent reports emphasize the importance of such scaffolds as 
no direct correlation to matrix elasticity was found in contrast to previous reports [26, 27]. In vivo, 
fibroblasts regulate the diameter of Coll I fibrils by controlling type III and V collagen concentrations 
as nucleators during the process of Coll I fibrillogenesis [28]. In contrast, the fibril diameter can be 
regulated in vitro by temperature and pH during Coll I self-assembly, as well as by type V collagen 
concentration [24, 29-33]. Hence, there exist options for tuning topological features of Coll I matrices 
in vitro in order to generate well-defined 3D matrices. However, a comprehensive and independent 
modulation of those parameters and a correlated characterization of 3D Coll I matrices, i.e. pore size, 
fibril diameter and elasticity, is lacking. Hence, using well-defined 3D matrices with different 
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topological and mechanical properties is envisioned to better clarify cancer cell behavior in a more 
physiological context. 
 
2. Materials and methods 
2.1. Reconstitution of 3D Coll I matrices 
To immobilize 3D collagen matrices onto glass coverslips covalently, amine-functionalized glass 
coverslips of 13 mm diameter (VWR international, Leuven, Belgium) were coated with a thin layer of 
0.14 wt.% poly(styrene-alt-maleic anhydride) (PSMA; MW 30000 g/mol, Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, 
Germany) as published previously [34]. 3D collagen matrices were reconstituted using rat tail type I 
collagen (Coll I) (Corning, New York, USA). Final collagen concentrations of 2, 2.5 and 3 mg/ml 
were adjusted by mixing with 0.25 M phosphate buffer to achieve final pH values of 7, 7.5 and 8. Coll 
I solutions were prepared and kept on ice (4 °C) to prevent polymerization for 60 min. pH value of 
Coll I solutions was determined prior to network formation using universal indicator solution pH 
(Sigma-Aldrich) (see also Fig. S1) and pH electrode (Mettler-Toledo, Gießen, Germany). 
Subsequently, 30 µl collagen solution was transferred onto PSMA-coated coverslips and polymerized 
at 37 ºC, 5% CO2 and 95% humidity for 90 min. Afterwards that Coll I matrices were washed 3 times 
with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) (Biochrom, Berlin, Germany) and equilibrated at these neutral 
conditions. The reconstituted Coll I matrices, with a resulting thickness of about 250-300 µm, were 
kept in a hydrated state prior to topological and mechanical characterization as well as cell culture 
studies. 
 
2.2. Kinetics of Coll I fibril formation  
For analysis of Coll I fibril formation kinetics, 100 µl of prepared Coll I solution at different pH was 
transferred to a pre-chilled (4 ºC) 96-well microplate (Greiner, Bahlingen, Germany) prior to 
polymerization. 96-well microplates were loaded into a pre-warmed (37 ºC) plate reader (TECAN 
Infinite F200 Pro, TECAN, Grödig, Austria) and turbidity at 405 nm was measured at 1 min intervals 
for 90 min. Measurements were performed in three independent experiments.  
 
2.3. Topological characterization of 3D Coll I matrices 
3D Coll I matrices were stained with 50 µM 5-(and-6)-Carboxytetramethylrhodamine succinimidyl 
ester (5(6)-TAMRA-SE) (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, USA) at room temperature for 1 h and rinsed 3 times 
with PBS. Collagen matrices were imaged with confocal laser scanning microscope LSM700 (Zeiss, 
Jena, Germany) using 40×/NA 1.3 oil immersion objective. Acquired images were 16-bit color depth, 
1024×1024 pixels in resolution and a vertical stack size of 200 images (equivalent to 100 μm). The 
voxel size of the acquired images was 0.13×0.13×0.5 μm (x×y×z). Representative sample images of 
the microarchitecture were generated from summed z-stacks of 50 µm in depth using Imaris (Bitplane, 
Zurich, Switzerland). Pore size and fibril diameter were analyzed as described by Franke et.al. [23] 
using a home-built image processing procedure with erosion algorithm and autocorrelation method, 
respectively. This topology analysis was performed at least in triplicates with 6 positions per sample. 
Fibril length of 40 fibrils in total from 3 independent experiments was manually analyzed using the 
ImageJ fibril tracking tool (NIH, USA). 
 
2.4. Colloidal probe force spectroscopy of 3D Coll I matrices 
Elasticity of 3D Coll I matrices was determined using colloidal probe force spectroscopy 
(NanoWizard 3 AFM, JPK Instruments, Berlin, Germany). The colloidal probes were prepared by 
attaching a 50 µm glass microbead (Polyscience Europe GmbH, Eppelheim, Germany) to a tipless 
MLCT rectangular cantilever (µMash, Wetzlar, Germany) using an epoxy glue (Mettler-Toledo, 
Gießen, Germany). The spring constant of MLCT cantilever (approx. 60 nN/m) was evaluated by the 
thermal noise method [35]. All experiments were performed in PBS buffer at room temperature. At 
least 50 force-distance curves were measured at 3 positions of each Coll I matrix with 3 independent 
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experiments. The Young's modulus of the 3D collagen matrices was determined from the force-
distance curves by fitting the Hertz model with an indentation of 3 to 7 µm. 
 
2.5. Cell culture 
3D Coll I matrices were placed into 24-well plate (Greiner, Bahlingen, Germany). 1×104 cells of 
MDA-MB-231 (human breast carcinoma cell line) and MCF-7 (human breast adenocarcinoma cell 
line) were seeded on top of 3D Coll I matrices and cultured in DMEM (Biochrom, Germany) 
supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (Biochrom, Germany) and 1% ZellShield (Biochrom, 
Germany) at 37 ºC, 5% CO2 and 95% humidity. 
Cell proliferation was determined after 4 days by means of commercial WST-1 assay (Roche, 
Germany). Cells were rinsed 3x with Hanks' balanced salt solution (HBSS, Sigma-Aldrich) with Ca2+ 
and Mg2+ and were subsequently incubated for 2 h with 500 μl WST-1 solution (1:10 dilution with cell 
culture medium) at cell culture condition. Supernatants were collected and 100 μl of each supernatant 
were transferred to 96-wells plates. The absorbance was measured at a wavelength of 450 nm with a 
multi-well plate reader. 
 
2.6. Analysis of cell invasion and morphology 
Cell invasion and morphology were analyzed after 4 days of culture. For analysis, cells were fixed in 
4% paraformaldehyde (Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany) for 10 min at room temperature and rinsed 3 times 
with PBS. Afterwards, cells were permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X100 (Roth, Germany) for 10 min 
at room temperature and rinsed 3 times with PBS. For analysis of cell invasion and morphology, cells 
were stained with DAPI (Invitrogen, Germany) and Alexa Fluor 488 Phalloidin (Invitrogen, Germany) 
for 30 min at room temperature and rinsed 3 times with PBS. Cells were imaged using an 
AxioObserver.Z1 with scanning stage (Zeiss, Jena, Germany) using a 10× objective. Images were 
1388×1040 pixels in resolution with 5 µm z-distance. At least 200 cells per experimental condition (3 
positions from 3 independent experiments) were analyzed using DAPI signal from individual cell 
nuclei. Cells located >10 µm below the Coll I layer surface were counted as invasive cells. Cell 
morphology was imaged using Alexa Flour 488 Phalloidin signal. Aspect ratio (major axis/minor axis) 
was determined using ImageJ. Cells with an aspect ratio <1.5 were characterized as round cells. 
Cluster formation was manually counted, whereby cells without contact to other cells were counted as 
single cells (single object). For morphological and cluster formation analysis, at least 360 cells of 3 positions from 3 
independent experiments were analyzed per experimental condition.  For each cell invasion 
experiment, at least 200 cells of 3 positions from 3 independent experiments were analyzed per 
experimental condition. In addition, cells were imaged with 40×/NA 1.3 oil immersion oil objective 
using confocal laser scanning microscope LSM700 to receive high resolution images. Experiments 
were performed in 3 independent experiments. 
 
2.7. Data analysis and statistics 
Experiments were performed at least in triplicate, if not otherwise stated. Error bars indicate standard 
deviation (SD). Levels of statistical significance were determined using an unpaired t-test using 
OriginPro 8 (OriginLab Corp., USA). Significance level was set at 0.05. 
 
3. Results and discussion 
The variation of Coll I concentration and pH condition during Coll I fibril formation are practical 
strategies to control parameters of reconstituted 3D Coll I matrices, as reported [23, 24, 32, 36]. 
However, a comprehensive picture of the independent variation of important topological parameters, 
their detailed characterization and correlation to mechanical matrix properties as well as cell behavior 
is still lacking. 
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3.1. Influence of self-assembly pH on Coll I fibrillogenesis 
We firstly examined the fibrillogenesis kinetics by turbidity measurements at 405 nm at 37 ºC and 1 
min for 90 min. Coll I concentration of 2, 2.5 and 3 mg/ml were prepared by mixing with phosphate 
buffer to achieve pH values of 7, 7.5 and 8. As shown in Fig. 1, collagen fibrillogenesis kinetics 
revealed a typical sigmoidal turbidity-time curve with characteristic lag, growth and plateau phases. 
The rate of fibrillogenesis and turbidity are increased with increasing pH at the same Coll I 
concentration. At the same pH condition the rate of fibrillogenesis as well as the final turbidity 
increased with increasing Coll I, as exemplarily shown at pH 7 (Fig. 1B). The data correlated well 
with previous reports in terms of the impact of collagen concentration and pH [23, 37, 38]. 
 

 
Figure 1. Kinetic studies of Coll I fibrillogenesis in dependence on pH and Coll I concentration. Increase in 
turbidity at 405 nm is shown during Coll I fibrillogenesis (A) at pH 7, 7.5 and 8 of Coll I concentration of  2.5 
mg/ml and (B) at pH 7.5 with Coll I concentration of 2, 2.5 and 3 mg/ml. Data are shown from 3 independent 
experiments with mean±SD.  
 
 
3.2. Topological and mechanical characterization  
Turbidity analysis provides insights into kinetics of the sol-gel transition, but provides no information 
regarding pore size and fibril morphology as well as mechanics. For that reason, we further performed 
topological and mechanical characterization to correlate conditions of Coll I reconstitution to 
biophysical properties of reconstituted 3D Coll I matrices, which are relevant for cell studies. The 
topology of 3D Coll I matrices was determined after labeling with TAMRA-SE and visualization with 
fluorescence cLSM using our home-built image analysis tools to automatically measure pore size and 
fibril diameter throughout the matrices. Fibril length was measured by ImageJ line tracking tool, while 
mechanics was determined using colloidal probe force spectroscopy. 
Fig. 2 representatively illustrates the microarchitecture of Coll I matrices as a function of the Coll I 
concentration and the pH during fibrillogenesis. The cLSM images indicate that Coll I network density 
increases with Coll I concentration as expected. Collagen fibril diameter appears to be decreased with 
increasing pH and to be independent of Coll I concentration. 
The quantitative topological analysis supports these visual impressions (Fig. 3). The fibril diameter is 
found to be thoroughly controlled by pH with 850, 700 and 550 nm at pH 7, 7.5 and 8, respectively 
and to be independent of Coll I concentration, see Fig. 3A. We further determined Coll I fibril length. 
As shown in Fig. 3B, Coll I fibril length is affected by pH with average lengths of 87, 110 and 41 µm 
at pH 7, 7.5 and 8, respectively. However, fibril length appears to be not controlled by Coll I 
concentration. Remarkably, mean pore size of Coll I networks showed a different trend compared to 
fibril diameter. Pore size decreased with increasing Coll I concentration, but was only slightly affected 
by pH. A slight decrease was observed when comparing pH 7 and 7.5 conditions. However, no 
difference could be found when comparing pH 7 and pH 8 conditions (Fig. 3C). Mean pore sizes were 
found approx. 13 µm, 9 µm and 7 µm for concentrations 2, 2.5 and 3 mg/ml, respectively, which 
nicely resemble in vivo situation of collagen matrices in interstitial tissues [39]. When looking on pore 
size distributions (Fig. S2), we found further indication of altered fibril formation at high pH (pH 8). 

A           B
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While small and large pore sizes are similarly distributed for pH 7 and 7.5, there is a clear shift to an 
increased amount of smaller pores for pH 8, in line with altered trend of fibril length at this pH. An 
additional analysis indicated that pore size and fibril diameter were constant throughout the whole Coll 
I layer (Fig. S3, S4). 
 

 
Figure 2. Microarchitecture of 3D Coll I matrices in dependence on pH and Coll I concentration. Representative 
cLSM images of Coll I matrices, stained with TAMRA-SE, are shown for Coll I concentrations of 2, 2.5 and 3 
mg/ml and pH of 7, 7.5 and 8. Images show summed z-stacks of 50 µm depth. (Scale bar: 50 µm). 
 
 
The mechanical properties of Coll I matrices are strongly influenced by topological parameters. We 
therefore analyzed elasticity of our matrices using colloidal probe force spectroscopy. We found an 
increasing elastic modulus with increasing Coll I concentration, namely 35, 50, 65 Pa for 2, 2.5 and 3 
mg/ml Coll I concentration reconstituted at pH 7, respectively (Fig. 3D). However, the pH dependence 
gave another trend with a slight increase comparing pH 7 and pH 7.5 and almost no change comparing 
pH 7 and pH 8 for the same Coll I concentrations, e.g. 50, 90, 50 Pa for the pH 7, 7.5 and 8 at 
2,5 mg/ml Coll I, respectively). 
 
In general our results agree with other reports that increasing pH correlates with a decreasing fibril 
diameter [31, 32, 40]. It was argued that the net positive charges of Coll I are decreased at higher pH 
during fibril formation, resulting in increased hydrogen bonds between triple helix. This should finally 
lead to weaker lateral association into fibril because of the increase triple helix stability [30]. 
Furthermore, a change of fibril formation mechanism at very high pH was also reported by Raub et al. 
although at somewhat higher pH (> pH 8.5) [32], which might be attributed to buffer conditions 
(phosphate buffer in our case) and Coll I source. Mertz et al. demonstrated that inorganic monovalent 
and divalent phosphates do not interact with Coll I monomers in solution. Therefore no enhanced Coll 
I assembly and stability can be observed [41]. In our case it leads to a change in pore size distribution 
(more smaller pores), decreased fibril length and decreased Young's modulus. 
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Figure 3. Topological and mechanical characteristics of reconstituted 3D Coll I matrices. (A) Fibril diameter, 
(B) fibril length, (C) pore size and (D) Young's modulus are shown in dependence on pH and Coll I 
concentration as determined by topology analysis from cLSM images and by colloidal probe force spectroscopy, 
respectively. Analysis of pore size and fibril diameter were performed at least in triplicates with 6 positions per 
sample. Fibril length was manually analyzed of 40 fibrils in total from 3 independent experiments. For the 
measurement of Young's modulus, at least 50 force-distance curves were measured at 3 positions for each Coll I 
matrices with 3 independent experiments. Data are represented as mean±SD; * - significance level of p<0.05. 
 
 
Our study adds more details on the correlation of Coll I matrix topology and mechanical properties as 
we are able to independently vary and correlate all parameters. We also believe that our approach for 
topology analysis provides a more reliable and meaningful measure as we explore the full thickness of 
Coll I matrices with 3D imaging by fluorescence cLSM and use an unbiased automatic measurement 
of fibril diameter and mean pore size including access to pore size distributions in contrast to previous 
reports using only single plane measurements, reflection mode imaging or manual measurements. 
Based on that, our study finds a direct correlation of mean pore size with Young's modulus of the Coll 
I matrices. Furthermore, Young's modulus is found to be independent of fibril diameter. This suggests 
the mean pore size, defined as the feature diameter at 50% of eroded pore area (see [23]), as a very 
meaningful topological measure of matrix elasticity. Fibril diameter might also influence the elastic 
properties of Coll I networks due to the increase of single fibril bending modulus with fibril thickness. 
However, we do not observe such a relationship. This observation is reasonable in the light of models 
on fibrillar networks of semi-flexible polymers suggesting interconnectivity as well as entanglement as  
major determinants of elastic network properties [42]. 
In summary, the topological and mechanical analysis of Coll I matrices in dependence on Coll I 
concentration and pH condition during fibrillogenesis underlines those parameters as powerful 
engineering tools to modulate Coll I matrices. By that approach 3D Coll I matrices can be produced 
with defined pore size, fibril diameter and correlated mechanical properties for in vitro cell culture 
studies. 
 
3.3. Impact of Coll I matrix topology and mechanics on cancer cell morphology and invasiveness 
The 3D Coll I matrices were further used to probe the impact of different cell microenvironments in 
terms of ECM topology and elasticity. While pore size and elasticity of 3D Coll I matrices were 
already used to study their influence on cancer cell invasion, our study distinctively determined cancer 
cell behavior as a function of Coll I fibril diameter while controlling the other parameters (pore size 

A        B

C        D

*

*
*
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and elasticity) at the same time. Based on the characterization presented above, we chose one set of 
samples with constant pore size (11 µm) and elasticity (50 Pa) and varied fibril diameter with 850 nm, 
700 nm and 550 nm using Coll I matrices reconstituted with 2.5 mg/ml at pH 7, 2 mg/ml at pH 7.5 and 
2.5 mg/ml at pH 8, respectively. An additional set of samples was chosen with same fibril diameter 
distribution, but decreased pore size, namely 7.5 µm or 5.5 µm. For cell studies two breast cancer cell 
lines have been chosen with distinctively different migratory characteristics, which are used as 
standard tools in assessing biological and biophysical behavior of tumor cells [43, 44]. The human 
breast carcinoma cell line MDA-MB-231 exhibits a mesenchymal migration type, while the human 
breast adenocarcinoma cell line MCF-7 is characterized by an amoeboid migratory phenotype. 
Suspended cells were seeded on top of the Coll I matrices and cultured for 4 days. They were 
subsequently analyzed for morphology and invasion characteristics. To exclude an impact of 
differences in cell proliferation, it was determined at day 4 of cell culture and found to be not 
significantly different for the different matrices (Fig. S6). 
 
 

 
Figure 4. Impact of Coll I fibril diameter and pore size on cell morphology and cluster formation. (A) cLSM 
images of MDA-MB-231 and MCF-7 breast cancer cells cultivated on 3D Coll I matrices with fibril diameter of 
550, 700 and 850 nm and pore size of 11 µm and 7.5/5.5 µm for 4 days. Images show nuclei (blue), actin 
filaments (green) and Coll I fibrils (white). (Scale bar: 50 µm), (B) Quantitative analysis of cell morphology of 
MDA-MB-231 and MCF-7 cells as a function of fibril diameter and pore size. Cells with a width-to-length ratio 
> 1.5 were counted as spread cells (dark gray bar), while otherwise counted as round (light gray bar). (C) 
Quantitative analysis of cluster formation of MCF-7 cells, whereby cells without contact to other cells were 
counted as single cells (light gray bar). At least 360 cells of 3 positions from 3 independent experiments were 
analyzed per experimental condition. Significance was tested between samples of different fibril diameter and 
similar pore size. (Data represents as mean±SD; * - significance level of p<0.05). 
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As shown in Fig. 4A, MDA-MB-231 cells appeared to change their shape to a more stretched form 
with increasing Coll I fibril diameter, whereas MCF-7 cells exhibit round morphology and did not 
change their morphology with increasing fibril diameter. Quantitative analysis of cell morphology 
showed cell number with spread cell morphology of MDA-MB-231 cells to significantly increase with 
increasing fibril diameter. In contrast, MCF-7 cells showed a constant rounded morphology in all 
matrices (Fig. 4B). MCF-7 cells are known to form clusters in 2D cell culture, which we also observed 
in 3D Coll I matrices with thin Coll I fibrils. However, cluster size and number of clusters was found 
to decrease with increasing Coll I fibril diameter (Fig. 4A, C and S5). 
To verify whether these effects are influenced by fibril diameter only, we used a second set of 3D Coll 
I matrices with same fibril diameter distribution but smaller pore size and correlated higher Young's 
modulus. Interestingly, at decreased pore size (higher Young's modulus) we found likewise changes in 
cell morphology and cluster formation in dependence on fibril diameter, see Fig. 4A,C. The 
quantitative comparison indicated no significant differences in dependence on pore size (elasticity). 
Only a very slight increase in cell elongation of MDA-MB-231 cells could be observed for the stiffer 
matrices, which is typical for mesenchymal cells due to higher tensile forces applied in stiffer 
matrices. 
 

 
Figure 5. Invasion of cancer cells in dependence on Coll I fibril diameter and pore size after 4 days. (A) Typical 
images of invasion analysis using nuclei staining and fluorescence microscopy showing xy-plane at different 
depth of Coll I matrices and z-plane of stacked images. (B) Exemplary 3D graph and distribution in z-direction 
of invaded MDA-MB-231 cells cultivated on Coll I matrices with fibril size of 550 nm and pore size of 11 µm. 
(C) Quantitative analysis of number of invasive cells and (D) maximal invasive distance of MDA-MB-231 and 
MCF-7 cells are shown in dependence on fibril diameter and pore size. Cells found >10 µm beneath the Coll I 
matrix surface were counted as invasive cells. At least 200 cells of 3 positions from 3 independent experiments 
were analyzed per experimental condition. Significance was tested between samples of different fibril diameter 
and similar pore size. (Data are represented as mean±SD; * - significance level of p<0.05). 
 
 
Hence, we can conclude that both cell lines, MDA-MB-231 and MCF-7, exhibit typical morphologies 
in respect to mesenchymal and amoeboid migratory phenotypes, and distinctively react to changes in 
fibril diameter of Coll I matrices, but not to pore size and matrix elasticity. This findings correlate well 
with recent reports stating similar independence of cell behavior on matrix elasticity [27]. This finding 
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suggests small-scale mechanical properties of single fibrils, and not the large-scale network elasticity, 
as the major determinant of cell behavior in respect to morphology and clustering. 
We further analyzed the invasion capability of both cells as a function of fibril diameter. Cell invasion 
was measured as the number of cells found >10 µm beneath the Coll I matrix surface after 4 days of 
cell culture. Fig. 5A shows a typical image from fluorescence microscopy of DAPI-stained MDA-MB-
231 cells visualizing xyz-positions of cells in a Coll I matrix reconstituted at 2.5 mg/ml Coll I and pH 
8. Fig. 5B provides a 3D representation and a histogram of the distribution in z-direction. These data 
indicate distributed cells in xy-direction and half of cells invaded in the matrix > 10 µm. The highly 
invasive MDA-MB-231 cells were found to be dependent in invasion characteristics on fibril diameter 
and pore size with an increasing number of invasive cells in case of an increase in fibril diameter and 
an increase in pore size. Both trends were independent of each other. For the weakly invasive MCF-7 
cells a similar dependence on fibril diameter was found, but to a much smaller extent. For MDA-MB-
231 around 50% were found to invade the matrices, while only 10% were determined for MCF-7 cells. 
Notably, no dependence was observed in dependence on pore size for the MCF-7 cells. The analysis of 
maximum invasion distance provided similar trends as for the number of invaded cells in respect to 
fibril diameter and pore size, see Fig. 5D. 
Obviously there is a distinct correlation of migratory phenotype and invasion characteristics in 
dependence on distinct topological and mechanical parameters of the matrices. While invasion of 
MDA-MB-231 cells with a mesenchymal, highly invasive phenotype depended on fibril diameter and 
pore size, no pore size dependence is found for amoeboid, less invasive MCF-7 cells. This finding 
indicates small-scale fibril mechanics (bending stiffness of fibrils) to affect both mesenchymal and 
amoeboid cell migration and invasion, pore size and the correlated large-scale network elasticity to 
influence mesenchymal migration only. 
 
Overall the results of the cell culture studies on the Coll I matrices indicate a distinctive regulation of 
morphological and invasive characteristics in dependence of specific parameters of Coll I matrix and 
the particular migratory phenotype of cancer cells. In agreement to literature we find a dependence on 
topology and mechanics of the matrices, however, we are additionally able to separate the impact of 
different features of different length scale by the usage of a comprehensive set of well-defined and 
tuned matrices. A transition from a rounded to an elongated morphology is found for highly invasive 
MDA-MB-231 cells in dependence on fibril diameter independent on pore size and Young's modulus. 
Hence, the mechanical properties of single fibril, like bending stiffness, seems to trigger cell behavior, 
which suggest this property of micrometer length scale to trigger the change of cell phenotype, and not 
network elasticity on the length scale of some tens of micrometer. Such a length scale compares well 
with the size of typical adhesion sites of cells, which are known to regulate cell mechanotransduction 
[45]. Similarly it is interesting to compare such a morphological transition to the phenomenon of 
mesenchymal-amoeboid transition (MAT) which is known from cancer cell migration by weakening 
of integrin-ECM interactions [46]. Our cell-matrix system might provide a relevant platform to study 
those phenomena. 
On the other hand we found less invasive MCF-7 cells, characterized by an amoeboid migration, to 
show a decreased cluster formation with increasing fibril diameter, but again independent of pore size 
and Young's modulus. This observation is reminiscent of dissemination of cancer cells from a growing 
tumor, indicating that changes in matrix topology and mechanics and specifically thickness of fibrillar 
components could trigger invasion into healthy tissues by local changes of matrix topology and 
mechanics. 
The common observation for both cell lines of an increased invasion with increasing fibril diameter 
correlates to the phenomenon of contact guidance [13, 47]. In this context it is discussed that 
mechanosensory integrins [45] and Rho/ROCK-mediated directional contraction [48] lead to a 
directed migration of cells in dependence on the size and mechanical properties of one-dimensional 
objects, such as fibrils. Thicker fibrils could promote stronger cell-matrix interactions resulting in 
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enhanced polarization of mesenchymal MDA-MB-231 evoked by higher forces and less clustering for 
MCF-7 cells due to stronger cell-matrix interactions than cell-cell interactions. 
It is important to note, that our findings suggest that besides contact guidance phenomena the 
mechanical properties of single fibrils dominate the cell behavior despite the fact that overall matrix 
mechanics, Young's modulus, is correlated to pore size and not fibril diameter. Hence, we do not find 
a correlation of matrix stiffness and invasiveness as frequently reported in literature [14, 49, 50]. 
However, a recent report of no direct correlation of matrix elasticity and cell behavior of tumor cells 
supports our observation [27]. Even more, MDA-MB-231 cells invade the matrices to a smaller degree 
with an increasing Young's modulus. Probably the higher network density triggers not only stronger 
cell-matrix adhesions with higher forces and stronger polarization it obviously also hinders cells in 
migrating through the network correlating to known limitations in nuclei deformation at small pore 
sizes [39]. For the amoeboid migrating MCF-7 this mechanisms seems to be not important as they are 
suggested to squeeze through the network pores by pushing force rather pulling forces [46].  
 
4. Conclusion 
In conclusion, we generated 3D Coll I matrices with defined fibril diameter, pore size and Young's 
modulus by varying pH and Coll I concentration. We demonstrated that mean pore size determined by 
the topological analysis predominantly influences the Young's modulus of Coll I matrices, 
independent of fibril diameter. The topological and mechanical parameters of the Coll I matrices were 
further shown to lead to characteristic behavior of two different cancer cell lines in vitro. Invasion and 
cluster formation were demonstrated to be distinctively affected by the small-scale mechanics of Coll I 
fibrils and large-scale network pore size and mechanics in dependence on mesenchymal and amoeboid 
cell phenotype. These finding emphasizes the impact of the different hierarchical levels of ECM 
structures affecting cancer cell behavior in terms of invasion and metastasis. They also underpin the 
importance to use well-defined biomimetic 3D ECM matrices as in vitro models in further studies 
addressing clinically more relevant parameters of tumorbiology. 
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